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CHARACTERIZATION OF CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION

OPERATORS FOR BANACH-VALUED FUNCTIONS

D. LANDERS AND L. ROGGE

Abstract. Let S be a Banach space. It is well known that for every probability

space (il, (î, P) and every sub-o-field fig c (Î there exists a conditional expectation

operator P^X for JJ-valued P-integrable functions. This operator maps the space

L (Ü. &, P, B) into itself for each p > I. The operator is linear, idempotent,

constant preserving and contractive in Lp. For B = R and p ¥= 2 these conditions

characterize a conditional expectation operator. It turns out that in general these

properties characterize conditional expectation operators for Banach-valued func-

tions only for p = 1 and strictly convex Banach spaces.

Let (ß, éE, P) be a probability space, Sq c & a a-field and 1 < p < oo. Let B be

a real Banach space with norm | |. Consider the space Lp(ß, &, P, B) of all

equivalence classes of B strongly measurable functions X: ß —*■ B such that |JSr|* is

^-integrable. Then the conditional expectation operator

T = P3*: Lp(ü, &, P, B) -» Lp(ü, &, P, B)

has the following properties (see [6, Proposition V 2-5]):

(i) T is linear, i.e. T(ctXx + ßXJ = aTXx + ßTX2.

(ii) ris idempotent, i.e. T(TX) = TX.

(iii) T is constant preserving, i.e. Tb = b for b G B.

(iv) T is || Up-contractive, i.e.

\\TX\\P := (j\TX\p dp)¡/P < (f\Xf dp)X/" =: ||*||„.

For B = R and p =£2 these four conditions characterize the conditional expecta-

tion operators (see [6, Proposition 1-2-14]). M. M. Rao (see [9, Theorem 2]) has

tried to prove a corresponding result for more general Banach spaces. For a certain

class of Banach spaces B he has shown that each operator T: Lp(Q,, &, P, B)->

Lp(Çl, &, P, B) fulfilling (i)-(iv) is a conditional expectation operator if additionally

the range of T is some ij,(ß, @q, P, B), where &q is a sub-o-field of â (1 < p <

oo). The assumption on the range of T is a very strong and unfavourable

assumption which is unnecessary if B = R andp ¥= 2. Assumptions on the range of

the operator contradict the idea of characterization results. So it was the aim of all

characterizations for conditional expectation operators, given in the real-valued
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case (see e.g. [1], [3], [5] or [7]) to use only algebraic and functional analytic

properties (like (i)-(iv)) of the operator and to avoid assumptions on its range.

Our example shows that for each p > 1 conditions (i)-(iv) do not characterize

conditional expectation operators, even if B is a (finite-dimensional) uniformly

convex Banach space; this is in contrast to the case B = R. If, however, p = 1 and

B is a strictly convex Banach space we obtain the same result as in the real-valued

case: Conditions (i)-(iv) characterize conditional expectation operators. We remark

that our example also shows that this result is not true for arbitrary Banach spaces.

Compared with Rao's result, there are the following differences:

(1) In the important casep = 1, we can abandon Rao's assumption on the range

of the operator.

(2) Rao assumed that the dual space B* is strictly convex. This is a stronger

assumption than our assumption that B is strictly convex (see [2, p. 212] or [4, p.

245]).

(3) Rao proves a weaker result than stated. His proof works only under the

additional assumption that B* has the Radon-Nikodym property with respect to

P/&Q-. He uses L,(ß, &q, P, B)* = LX(Q, &q, P, B*). This is according to Theorem

1, p. 98, of [2] equivalent to the Radon-Nikodym property of B* with respect to

P/&Q, which is not implied by the strict convexity of B*.

The methods used in this paper are completely different from the methods of

M. M. Rao.

We remark that Rao's proof for the casep > 1 has a gap: he uses Lemma 1 of

his paper [8] which is endowed with an incorrect proof.

Example. Let (ß, &, P) be a probability space and consider the space R2

endowed with the norm |x| = (\xx\p + \x2\p)l^p, where p > I. Then we obtain a

Banach space which we denote by B . The space Bp is uniformly and hence strictly

convex forp > 1, whereas Bx is not strictly convex. Let (£,, S^ be two sub-a-fields

of 6B. Then the operator

T: Lp(a, &, P, Bp) -* L,(ß, &, P, Bp)

defined by T(XX, X2) = (P&lXx, P^XJ is obviously linear, idempotent and con-

stant preserving. The operator T is furthermore || Up-contractive, since for each

X = (A-,, XJ G Lp(Q, &, P, Bp) we have

\\TXt = P[\P*XJ +\P^X2f] < P[\XX\" +\X2f] =\\X\£

where the inequality follows from the convexity inequality for conditional expecta-

tions.

If ÉE does not contain only sets of measure zero or one, then T is not a

conditional expectation operator, if we choose for instance 6E, = (0, ß}, 6?2 = &.

Theorem. Let (ß, (S-, P) be a probability space and B a strictly convex real Banach

space. If T: L,(ß, &, P, Ä) —» L,(ß, 6B, P, B) is an operator which is

(i) linear,

(ii) || II, contractive,

(iii) idempotent,
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(iv) constant preserving,

then   there  exists   a  sub-o-field  &q c &   such   that   TX = P*°X for  all  X G

L,(ß, &, P, B).

Proof. We show at first that for all b G B (b =£ 0), A G â, there exists an

& -measurable and integrable function fAb: ß -* R with

T(lAb) = fA¡bb,   P-a.e. (1)

According to (i) and (iv) we have

b=Tb=T(lAb)+ T(lAb) (2)

and hence (ii) implies

H-|7*| < j\T(lAb)\ dP+j\T(lAb)\ dP

<   f\lAb\dP+f\lAb\dP=\b\,
(u)J J

whence

| T&| = 17X1^6)1 +17X1^)|.   ^-a.e. (3)

As B is strictly convex, (2) and (3) imply (1), where the functions fAb can trivially

be chosen é£-measurable and integrable.

Let bQ =£ 0 and putfA := fAbo. We shall show that

T( lA b) = fA b,   P-a.e. for all b G B. (4)

If b = Xb0 for some X G R, (4) trivially follows from (1) using that T is homoge-

neous. Now let b, b0 be linearly independent vectors of B. Then we obtain from (1),

since T is additive,

XA + ÍAj,b = fA,b+bo(b + b0),   P-a.e.

and hence

Ua - fA,b+b)b0 = (fA,b+bo - fA.b)b,   /'-a.e.

Consequently, as b0, b are linearly independent

V = fA  ~ fA,b + b0 = fA,b + b0 ~ ÍA,b>      "-*•*•

i.e.fAb = fA P-a.e. This implies (4). Since Tis linear and || ||,-continuous we obtain

from (4) by simple arguments:

For each real-valued integrable function g there exists a real-valued integrable

function T(g) with

T(gb) = f(g)b,   P-a.e. for all b G B. (5)

Therefore f: L,(ß, &, P, R) -+ L,(ß, &, P, R).

Since T fulfills (i)-(iv) it is easy to see that T fulfills (i)-(iv) too. Hence according

to the classical representation theorem (see Proposition I, 2.14 of [6]) there exists a

sub-a-field &q c & with f(g) = F V Hence

T(gb) = (P%)b = P\gb)   for all g G L,(ß, &, P, R) and b G B.

Since T and P3* are linear they coincide on all & -simple functions and hence on

L,(ß, 6B, P, B) too, because T and P®" are || ||.-continuous.
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